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Move over Snoopy, Biff...the Dog
is set to become the next cartoon
craze.

Biff's image is already featured on
apparel, jewelry, greeting cards
and fuzzy stuffed animals. In the
near future, there will even be Biff
children's books. Plans are also in
the works for a Biff...the Dog cartoon.

Tracy Calvert, who attended Mohawk schools, is the talent behind Biff. The 38-year old's
Biff expedition began more than ten years ago in the art department of the Los Angeles
Daily News when she sent a co-worker a birthday card she created on her lunch break. The
card, starring a cartoon dog with pointy toes and a spiked collar, was an immediate hit and
soon became known as Biff...the Dog.

After Calvert began receiving requests for the spunky little canine, she decided to create a
personality for her character. Calvert wanted something different for her little pup,
something that would set Biff apart from other cartoon characters. She wanted Biff to stand
for the "important message of tolerance, acceptance and diversity."

"Ethnic diversity and religious diversity are really important aspects that no other cartoon
character has embodied," Calvert said. "I want Biff to teach people to be more human and
accepting of each other."
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It’s Biff’s quirky friends who really bring the acceptance message home. Biff has seven
friends Calvert refers to as "social misfits" she feels everyone can identify with. However,
Biff is non-judgmental and accepting of his unique friends.

Buny (pronounced "bunny") is Biff’s girlfriend, a companion in spreading his message.
Together, they welcome all types of cats and dogs into their "family."

Having saved up enough money to get her Biff business off the ground, Calvert took a year
off from her job to focus all of her efforts on Biff. She decided to market her Biff...the Dog
merchandise this spring. She now has a Web site, biffthedog.com, which contains her entire
line of doggie products, and she is currently in the process of producing an on-line store. In
the meantime, New Castle shoppers will have to call the
1-(866)-FOR-BIFF number or travel cross-country to purchase her one-of-a-kind
merchandise at Biff’s San Francisco boutique. However, there’s talk of opening a Pittsburgh
store in the near future.

Like good grandparents, Calvert’s parents, Joy and Jeffrey Berquist, wanted to share in
their little Biff’s success. They offered Calvert business management, public relations and
marketing skills as well as capital. Calvert was thankful for their help and recently brought
them on board. While Calvert’s mother always knew her daughter was ambitious and
determined, she didn’t realize to what extent. Calvert wanted to make Biff a household
name and all three partners arrived at the same conclusion that bigger is better when it
comes to Biff. With the right resources, Calvert is confident she will be able to make Biff the
“Snoopy of the millennium.”
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